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1. ��� 

�d��efg�hi=jkjh=lm=hno=pq�r�1980: 24-25, 

1983: 401�stuvO *sm- > s-e 

 

(1) g *smang > séâng 

(2) h *mjang > mjang 

 

(1) /uvXw^xyz=(i) { *sm- > x- |}�~�f�p*smək > xək�f�p

*smang > xwâng=(ii) fgp�fhp�o��d�&�T���s= 

fgp	
�_ � � ���_ ��_����� ������

�����=	
����/�������fhp�	
� � ��� �

�/K������= 

&����fgp/M�� ¡¢£�¤¥¦�1979: 75-77�§� ¨/
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�>�,-�.?012
��$!" [M-neg]-V(N)P%4
  

     �&@,'(*��M = modal verb; modal adverb� 

�A�BC�<DEFGHBC%�&�'3'*� 
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The Double-object Construction in Archaic Chinese:  

A Preliminary Proposal from the Constructional Perspective 

Chiew Pheng PHUA 

Nanyang Technological University 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Peyraube (1986, 1987, 1988a) identifies three main dative constructions in Archaic 

Chinese, viz: 

 

Verb + Indirect Object (IO) + Direct Object (DO) 

Verb + Direct Object (DO) + yu + Indirect Object (IO) 

yi + Direct Object (DO) + Verb + Indirect Object (IO)  

 

The following are some examples to illustrate the three dative constructions: 

 

(1) ���� (��: �.1 Zuozhuan: Yin.1) 

gong ci zhi shi 

duke offer 3:SG food 

‘The Duke offered him food.’ 

 

(2) ����	
�� (��: ��� Zhuangzi: Xiaoyao You) 

yao rang tian xia yu xu you  

Yao bequeath Empire DAT Xu You 

‘Yao bequeathed the Empire to Xu You.’ 

 

(3) �������� (	
: �� Lunyu: Xianjin) 

kong zi yi qi xiong zhi zi qi zhi  

Confucius INST 3:SG:POSS brother GEN daughter give-for-marriage 3:SG 

‘Confucius gave him his elder brother’s daughter to marry.’ 

 

Among the three, the double-object construction is the most widely discussed 

grammatical construction, and an enormous literature has been accumulated in recent 
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Sino-Khitan Phonology 

Zhongwei SHEN 

University of Massachusetts Amherst 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 Two functionally distinct scripts, the so-called Greater Script and Lesser Script, 

were invented by the Khitans in the early part of the Liao dynasty (907-1125) to write 

the Khitan language. Scholars in general agree that the Greater Script is logographic, 

representing morphological units, and the Lesser Script is phonetic, representing 

phonological units. The texts written in the Lesser Script remain basically unreadable, 

however, many Chinese proper nouns, such as official titles, place names, and personal 

names, have been convincingly deciphered with a high degree of confidence. The focus 

of this paper is on the Chinese transliterations, which actually form a phonological 

system of Sino-Khitan. In the following analyses we would like to show that the 

phonology of Sino-Khitan can provide valuable information about the northern Chinese 

phonology of the 11
th

 and 12
th

 centuries or even earlier. 

Various proposals have been raised to decipher the basic graphs, the so-called 

yuanzi ��  (abbr. YZ), of the Lesser Script. The most influential proposal is 

Chinggeltai et al.’s Qidan Xiaozi Yanjiu ������ (The Studies of the Khitan 

Lesser Script, hereafter QXY) of 1985. In this book a table lists the reconstructed 

phonetic values of 98 YZ graphs
1
, all of which are used to transliterate proper nouns in 

Chinese. This table represents a significant step in the decipherment of Chinese words, 

but it is unfortunate that the decipherment is done in a rather sporadic way and clearly 

lacks systematic treatment. The same reconstructed values are used in Chinggeltai’s 

Qidan Xiaozi Shidu Wenti �����	
��(The Issues of the Decipherment of the 

                                                        
1
 In the Qidan Xiaozi Yanjiu, the YZ graphs used to transliterate Chinese words are basically 

contained in the first table of the reconstruction of the phonetic values of yuanzi (pp. 81-109). 

Two additional tables, the second table (p. 130) and the third table (p. 146), are provided. In 

these two tables all the reconstructions are about Khitan words. The contents of these three 

tables are summarized in a comprehensive table on pages 152 and 153. For the purpose of our 

study, the first table is most relevant, because it lists all the YZ graphs for transliterating 

Chinese words. 
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The Diversity of the Tibeto-Burman Language Family 

and the Linguistic Ancestry of Chinese
*

 

George van DRIEM 

Leiden University 

 

 

1. Japhetic, Atactic, Turanian and Indo-Chinese 

In mediaeval Europe, most scholars came to terms with the world’s linguistic 

diversity within the framework of a Biblical belief system. Even at the end of the 

eighteenth century, pious scholars such as Sir William Jones believed that the myth of 

the Tower of Babel explained how ‘the language of Noah’ had been ‘lost irretrievably’ 

(1793: 489). Another Biblical view attempted to explain the world’s linguistic stocks as 

deriving from Noah’s three sons after the deluge had abated in the well-known 

Judæo-Christian myth of the ark. The descendants of Shem populated the earth with 

Semitic speaking peoples, whereas the descendants of Ham today spoke ‘Scythian’ 

languages, whilst all other languages derived from the progeny of Noah’s eldest son 

Japhet. 

The Semitic languages most notably include Hebrew, the language of the Old 

Testament. The Semitic language family is known today as Afroasiatic. Scythian or 

‘Scythisch’ is a language family first identified in Leiden by Marcus van Boxhorn 

(1647), although van Boxhorn did not invoke Biblical mythology in any of his own 

writings. His theory of language relationship was renamed Indo-Germanic or 

Indo-European in the 19th century. In 1647, ‘Scythisch’ specifically included Sanskrit, 

known to van Boxhorn through the vocabulary recorded by Ctesias of Cnidos in the 

fifth century BC,
1
 and all the then known branches of Indo-European, viz. Latin, Greek, 

Celtic, Germanic, Indo-Iranian, Baltic and Slavonic. 

                                                        
*

  This paper was presented on 27 May 2006 as a keynote address to the joint meeting of the 14th 

Annual Conference of the International Association of Chinese Linguistics and the 10th 

International Symposium on Chinese Languages and Linguistics at the Academia Sinica in 

Taipei. 
1
 Ctesias was a Greek traveller, who had been captured at the battle of Cunaxa (gerebatur 401 

BC) and then resided at Susa, where he served as a physician to the court of Artaxerxes 

Mnemon for twenty years. 


